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Editorial

June, we’re halfway through the year and I have yet to fly anything in anger and the nationals
is one week away. I’m somewhat ready, which is unusual for me, having flown my P30 and Mini-
Vintage at Buckminster (short report within) and my old 0-4 BMFA Rubber should still be in
trim as it’s been around for a while. Just one comp each day, it’s about all we can manage, but
the new electric bike should help Rachel at Barkston.

Ray Elliott provides the official organiser’s report on Croydon Wakefield Day and solves the
mystery as to why I lost the 8oz trophy. Ray was flying a ‘Lanzo Classic’ which is not a 4oz’er
as I mistakenly thought by its looks.

With the cancellation of the first Wallop meeting we were able to support Alan Price and the
Walsall club’s indoor meeting at Sneyd sports hall in Bloxwich. I had an indifferent flying day
but it was good to be out and about.

The Pylonius piece is the last from my own stock of magazines but our archivists, in the shape
of Barbara & Roy Tiller, have provided my with what we believe is the first year of Pylonius’s
writings in the Model Aircraft magazine of 1951.

Roy Tiller has taken a break from Meccano Magazine and picks a few bits from Model Aircraft
magazine May 1950. I expect it took his eye whilst trawling the archive for the Pylonius
articles.

I’ve picked out more of my own work from the old paperback Clarion of 2003, I hope it brings
back some memories for a few of you, it certainly does for me.

Nick Peppiatt is still on a digression from his Co2 articles and this issue he reports on the
Indoor Scale Nationals, in which he took part. I know he was there as we cheered him on from
the viewing balcony.

I found a piece on Jetex Speed models in an old Model Aircraft magazine from 1954, just
before I was called to the colours for my National Service. My old flying buddy Ian and myself
had a go in response to the article and oh boy!! did we get a shock. The Rugby MESAS held a
small club indoor meeting in a scout hut and we made a pole and supported it with a couple of
folding chairs. I tried first but launching was  difficult and my model skipped about on the
floor for a bit then took off inverted just as the fuel pellet ran out. Ian however with extra
chuck got his away clean and the model soon was circulating at one hell of a rate. It was a good
job we were on control line wire. The red model was soon a lengthening blur and when the Jetex
50 got to full power there was just a complete red circle as the blur caught up with itself. The
pole was rocking about and everyone had dived for cover behind various sticks of furniture.
The smoke by now, after two runs, was quite thick and we were banned from flying again.

The coupe event at Odiham is the subject of another of Peter Hall’s tongue in cheek  reports
and the results and current league table positions are provided by Roy Vaughn.

I, together with Colin Shepherd, paid another visit to the BMFA’s Buckminster flying site to
check trim for the Nationals. As appears the norm these days, I dropped another clanger by
taking the wrong flight box and had no winding jig or winder to fly with. L.O.L.

Gavin Manion reports on the Vintage Coupe league and in addition promises a series of articles
on alternative coupes to the Etenvier in the hope of more variety.

Our secretary wraps up this issue with his monthly offering. I think I will refer to Roger as
‘the late secretary’ as he is usually tail end charlie.

Editor
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Croydon Wakefield Day - Ray Elliott

BEAULIEU – 21st April

This contest was originally scheduled to be held on Salisbury Plain but was moved to Beaulieu
because of the non-availabilty of Salisbury Plain due to filming work.

The day was blessed with light winds, initially from the North East but veering to the South
East in the afternoon. This necessitated a move of control otherwise models would have been
landing in dense forest.

Entries were very low, probably because of the venue (its location, difficult terrain,  and the
need to purchase a permit to fly) and maybe because it was Easter Sunday. It certainly couldn't
have been the weather.

It was decided to combine the 4oz and 8oz Wakefield events. This contest had 3 entries with
Peter Hall, flying a Lanzo Duplex, winning from Ray Elliott flying a  Lanzo Classic. John Andrews
was third with a Korda. Peter took home the Fairlop Cup for 4oz models while Ray received the
Ted Evans trophy for 8oz models.

The other two events had one entry in each. Roy Vaughn collected the Thurston Trophy for
F1B while Peter Jellis went home with the Marcus Lightweight Trophy.

Croydon DMAC would like to thank the London Area BMFA for their support  for this contest.

Results

4oz / 8oz Wake
1st - Peter Hall        6.51 2nd - Ray Elliott       6.14 3rd - John Andrews  2.28

F1B - 1st - Roy Vaughn     1.00 Marcus Lightweights - 1st - Peter Jellis        1.28

Ray Elliott

Peter Hall, Wakefield Winner
with ‘Lanzo Duplex’
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Engine Analysis: ETA 19 MarkII - Aeromodeller Annual 1960-1

Aeromodeller Annual 1960-1
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Sneyd Indoor April - John Andrews

With the unfortunate demise of our first return to Wallop, Rachel and I were able to go to
Bloxwich for the April Sneyd Indoor meeting. I took my ‘Gyminie Crickets’ again.

This time I put together my other lightweight
Cricket which, being without major repairs, should
have been better than the ex Nationals one I flew
at Thorns at the beginning of April. It did not
prove to be the case. The model initally was
hoplessly under elevated and having increased the
wing incidence it flew for very short periods
before flopping into a stall. It was exhibiting the
zero decalage syndrome but one look could see this
was not the case. A significant wad of plasticine
was required on the nose before any decent flights
were recorded. Not that there were any good
flights as the increase in weight put the Kybosh on
anything much over two and a half minutes. I gave
it best and will make a new motor stick, which I
suspect of bending, and move wing mounts to the
rear. It’s quite perplexing really as I have used the
model in competition making 5 – 6 minute flights.

Scale man Graham Smith was flying one of his large R/C polystyrene sheet twin electric models.
It is flying really well, climbing swiftly up to the roof beams and cruising comfortably around
the hall. It awaits final colouring to complete an impressive model.

Whilst I was winding for one of my flights there was a familiar bang on my table leg and, turning
around, I espies my long time nemesis Tom who has emigrated to Lincolnshire but was on a
vacation return visit. Tom always seems to aim his errant models in my direction and sure
enough a model of his was buzzing about under my table, but it was good to see him again.
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The Thompson lads,father and son were performing with son Pete’s design’s ‘The Plank’ and his
latest ‘Easy Five’. The Easy Five is called such as any competant builder should achieve 5min
flights in a sports hall. Point of note is the quite short motor that is used. Must get details.

A good afternoon out though not too successful on the flying front, I really must get to work
on some new models before I forget how to do it. I’ve had the motor stick, prop bearing and
boom of a ‘Pete’s Plank’ design ready for about two years now.

John Andrews

My Nemesis Tom Mike Brown winds his ½ size Jaguar
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Extracts from Aeromodeller July 1976 and December 1976
Fly-Over
Manual piloting has now become a bit archaic and barnstorming. The modern pilot is no longer a
joystick jockey, but more of a switch flicker who has spent most of his training in a hangar mock up.
Little wonder, then, that the with-it model flyer is following suit. He has already made a start with a
self-fly C/L model and, no doubt, we will soon see the fully computerised radio model being put
through its 'no hands' schedule, perhaps without the flyer even leaving his car.
Come to think of it, car to car flights could be the next big thing in model flying. Not only would it
dispense with the need for flying fields, but could allow the executive type to pursue his hobby even on
business trips - and put it down tax-wise to overhead expenses.
Clobber-ed
What we British modellers seem to lack at present is an identifiable uniform. It is true that we now
have our international teams decked out in track suit regalia as opposed to the shirt and braces or
cricket order of aeromodelling's pre-sport image, but we still make for a pretty variegated bunch dress
wise on the home patches, although attempts at a common identity in the past have not been all that
flattering. In the fifties we had the dirty motor cycling kit, worn in all weathers, heat wave and otherwise,
at a body temperature of 112 degrees Fahrenheit ('You could fry an egg on his chest'. Yes, but who
would eat it?'), and there were the funny hat brigade and the even funnier T-shirt battalions, the latter
making something of a comeback down south.
However, since the model flyer became car borne he seems to have forsaken all those clannish rigs
for what he threw off the night before. But there are some who always wear their special aeromodelling
clothes. These are usually of incredible age and of great volume: at least two pairs of baggy, cement
caked trousers and up to six pullovers, cardigans and what Aunty knitted for National Service. Were
the wearers to hang about a street as long as they do for a thermal to warm up, they would be taken
in for vagrancy.
Very useful the rig, though. It will ensure that the wife will say, I'm not going with you if you're dressed
like that, and there is always the possibility when retrieving over crops that you could be mistaken for
a scarecrow.
I have just discovered what the letters BIGGLES mean, which are to be seen on those midland T-
shirts: But I Go Gliding Like Every Sunday.

(Editor: Next issue we will be back to Pylonius and his articles from 1951 that our archivists,
Barbara & Roy Tiller, believe were his first.

There follows the poem from the beginning of his first article.

Pylonius
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The DBHLibrary (Magazines) - Roy Tiller

Report No. 100, A break from Meccano

We ended last month’s look at Meccano Magazine with the last issue to be published by Meccano
Ltd. in July 1967 and readers were left waiting some months for a new publisher to appear on
the scene. Similarly, leaving Meccano alone for a while but not taking a few months off, here is
a look at Model Aircraft magazine for May 1950

The cover carries a picture of Norman
Butcher with his Fokker DVII, winner of the
S.E. Area C/L Championship scale stunt
event.
The cover also announces “Now 68 Pages”, at
that time the adverts were generally
confined to the first and last few pages
which were separately numbered, i to xviii in
this case while the main content ran from
page 89 to 138.
The “Editors Comments on Current Topics”
included a picture, below, of the envelope
which contained a letter from the Finnish
Aeronautical Association concerning the
arrangements that they were making for the
forthcoming Wakefield Cup Contest which
was to be held at Kauhava Aerodrome, the
home of the Finnish Central Flying School.
The point of interest was that they were
facing the same problem that we had the
previous year i.e. raising the necessary funds.
Their answer was, in part, the sale of a

special “Letter-closer-stamp” which included a picture of a Wakefield model. Not a normal
postage stamp but a sticker.
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This issue included three plans for which I will just show the article headings.

The main kit advertisers in this issue were as follows:-
Halfax Models Ltd. Roma 40” wingspan lightweight glider.
KeilKraft. Skystreak 40 “basic Kit” at 10/6, cockpit cover 6d, supply your own strip-wood.

Skystreak 26 dry kit at 9/6.
Mercury Models. Norsman A2 Sailplane and Musketeer C/L stunt plane for 5cc engines.
E.D. Electronic Developments Ltd. Radio Queen.
Veron. Three C/L scale, Spitfire, Sea-Fury and Focke-Wulf 190.

Three New Lightweights, Goblin 20” span, Rascal 24” span and Sentinal 34” span.
Frog. The Powavan 48”span “The last word in power model efficiency”, the Vixen suitable for
the Bowden Trophy contest and the Goblin 24” rubber “a good start to an aeromodelling career”
This issue also included an article entitled “Famous Firsts” which I hope that you will enjoy,
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It all seems to end rather abruptly but in a couple of months’ time it continues, so there is
more to come.
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Wanted for the SAM 1066 library.
Model Aeroplane Constructor 1938 March, April, May, June, September & October, if you have
any of these for disposal please contact me by email or phone.

Roy Tiller, tel 01202 511309, email roy.tiller@ntlworld.com
Roy Tiller
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Clarion Past - John Andrews
Extract from old Paperback Clarion 2003

John Andrews - Goes Indoors - Part  3
Following on from last month’s ramblings, my efforts over a couple of years at Cardington resulted in a few

reasonable indoor models and it soon became apparent, as I continued to visit the sports hall indoor meetings, that the
flimsies were more than a little vulnerable. The penny finally dropped at Wallingford where I left two of my Penny Planes
on their stands whilst I went off to eat some lunch.
On my return I found the back ends of the two models had been removed and the guy next to me explained that some
high-speed polystyrene wonder had fizzed across my table, chopped off the rear ends and flew on without breaking step.

If you can’t beat ‘em join ‘em. I had seen an article in one of the magazines about making a small indoor job,
something like a Wot 4, from 2mm wall-foam insulation so off goes I to the DIY store and procures a roll of said material.
Adhesive was the next problem; even I knew that showing expanded polystyrene any cellulose caused rapid
disappearance of the foam around the area of contact followed by a creeping expansion over the next few minutes. Bison
Clear Adhesive was the recommendation in the article and by coincidence I found some in the same store, Homebase or
whatever name it went under in those days. It does not matter as the only place I can get it now is from ‘the good old boys’
at Flight-Hook.

Speaking of coincidences I must digress. I have one I must relate. I was at the BMFA Winter Open at Wymeswold
in February flying Open Rubber and I set up alongside Ray Alban.  Ray asked me to time his last flight and proceeded to
wind. His model is worthy of comment, a large vintage rubber job with a single bladed wind shovel on the front that was
more akin to a canoe paddle than a propeller. Double digression, back to Ray winding, he was nearly through when BANG.
The motor had broken at the rear peg and the motor together with the winding tube made a quick exit out through the front
former. Ray set about replacing the motor and called me again for his next attempt. All was OK, the model was launched
and the flight timed down at 2-49.

I then collared Peter Martin to make a flight of my own. I was nearly through winding when BANG. The motor had
broken at the rear peg and the motor together with the winding tube made a quick exit out through the front former. I
replaced the motor and wound for my next attempt. All was OK, the model was launched and the flight timed down at 2-
49 coincidence or what.

Digressions over, back to the polystyrene. Armed with the material and the glue I wondered what to build and
settled on the good old Hanger-Rat. It was a good choice as it turned out as I think the Rat is about the largest size you
can go with expanded polystyrene wings without spars.
I built the fuselage as normal and the tail-plane and fin were just cut from the sheet polystyrene and stuck in place with no
support. The sheet was marked out with felt pen and cut with scissors. I tried cutting with a scalpel but even with a brand
new blade I still got some tears at the edges so I always use scissors now. The aircraft surfaces are cut with the natural
curve of the rolled sheet chord wise to give the aerofoil section. The fin is curved to give the right turn. Each wing has one
1/32 balsa rib about 1/16 deep at the centre and a 1/16 x 1/4 deep rib at the dihedral joint joins the two halves. The method
that I use for assembly is to take each wing half and mark the centre rib position then run a bead of the Bison Adhesive
along the line. I then put the rib into place and hold for a minute or so until it stays put. The sticktion of the adhesive is
quite good and it does not take long. I have yet to decide the best method for the centre section and I don’t remember
which method I used first time. My Poly-Rat is on its third wing at the moment. An electric helicopter chewed the first one
up and the second got past its sell-by date. The problem with these spar-less wings is after a year or so of enthusiastic
rafter bashing you begin to notice severe distortion of the wing when the model dives after a meeting with the ceiling.
Eventually you lose so much altitude before recovery its best to make another wing, it does not take long.
Where was I. Ah! Yes, joining wing halves.
Method one is to shape the joint area, put a thin smear of Bison on one half and bring the two halves together with the tips
propped up at the dihedral angle. You need pins to ensure you don’t lose the wing section curve. When dry, add the centre
rib. This helps the rib to be kept square but uses more adhesive and takes a little longer.
Method two is to use a thicker coat of Bison on each of the wing halves and bring together onto the centre rib and do the
job in one go. The danger is that you can get the rib out of square to the dihedral.
The next bit is the tricky bit, the cabane and wing struts. The construction itself is not difficult, the cabane from 1/16 th x
3/16th and the wing struts from about 1/32nd.x 3/32nd. The wing strut material size depends on the hardness of the balsa.
The difficulty is attaching wing struts to the wing ribs whilst keeping cyno away from the foam. The vertical cabane struts
plug into flattened alloy tube cyno’ed to the fuselage and must be hard balsa for longevity.  As I said earlier, foam and
cellulose or cyno don’t mix, my bumble-fisted approach in the early days lead to much melting foam. It’s not only keeping
the glue away from the foam in the jointing area but also keeping it off your fingers. You think you have got away with a
joint somewhere when a few second later the spot where your sticky fingers picked up the wing starts to dissolve. You can
spit on it, spray water it but it just grows as you look at it and eventually you have to start again.

Since I first got into polystyrene wings with the Rat I’ve built quite a few, EZB’s, biplanes, triplanes, I do tend to get
carried away when I get something new to actually work.
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There seems to be a limit to wing chord as I have not made a polystyrene Penny Plane that will fly consistently, they seem
to be flying OK and then they just seem to stop, forward motion disappears and they just flop down. It maybe that the wing
chord arc needs to be shallower but if you do that you lose the stiffness when no spars are used. As I am interested in
simplicity I make my wings Hanger-Rat chord maximum and no spars.
My grasshopper mind strikes again. Let’s get back to making wing strut to wing rib joints. The method I have evolved is to
use thick cyno (preferably the old stuff in the bottom of the bottle you never finish) and accelerator. I carefully put a spot
of the cyno on the rib edge, spray the end of the stay with accelerator and then bring the two together, Bang! job done.
Practice bringing the two parts together before you do it for real however as there is no repositioning possibility. Warning,
watch where you point the accelerator spray, I’ve destroyed a part built wing on the bench before now with fallout.
Propellers, you can use commercial plastic props if you like but keep the diameter down to six inches and use thin rubber
with lots of turns. It’s more satisfying to make your own props though and it’s easy.
The quickest method (that’s for me) is to use about 3mm white plastic tube from the hobby shop material rack for the
centre, a piece about 3” long. For the blades use a thin plastic yoghurt pot and cut out some blade shape you fancy at an
angle of between 10 & 15 degrees sloping left to right from root to tip. The reason for the angular spread advised is the
width of the blade shape you fancy. The wider the blade the smaller the angle. The reason for this is that the twist on a
wide blade may cause the tip to wash right out. The blades are then stuck to the tubing at an angle of 45 degrees at the
blade root. You can do this quite easily by eye. Be
sparing with the cyno as it can still melt the plastic
if you get too enthusiastic.
I think I’ll pack up constructional details, it was not
my intention to write a blow by blow how to do it
article but I just sit here at the old computer and I
never really know where I’m going. I like to write
light-hearted offerings but I think they must be
getting a little heavy of late and I fear I may be
responsible in part for the last issue of the
CLARION going overweight. I got away with it
myself however but from reports a lot of you
1066’ers got whacked for postage due charges.
David picked the right time to go Stateside did he
not?

The Authors Poly-Rat      (Note: -John Hook is at the controls)
My Rat pictured is one of the most reliable indoor jobs I have ever built. Please note the pilot, it’s John Hook himself,

could be his piloting skills that keeps the Rat so stable. I fitted John as the pilot for his 60th birthday bash at Swindon the
other year; it created a little amusement here and there.

Performance wise my Poly-Rat has flown with rubber motors from .070” strip up to .110” but it’s had a few different
propellers, as ceiling bashing is another one of my habits. The logbook records the best flight as 2-41 made at Oundle in
December 2001. The motor was a 22” loop of .080” rubber with 2,300 turns.

I was intending to dig up something on vintage indoor and to that end I looked in the Aeromodellers for 1947 and
all I could find was an article by Bob Copland in which he stated that although indoor free flight in America was popular it
had not yet become popular in Britain. He went on to say that round the pole flying however had become very popular, but
bear in mind that this article of his was in support of his RTP Thistledown plan published in the same issue.

The RTP record up to that time was about 3 minutes with tissue covered jobs but the change to microfilm covered
flying surfaces immediately pushed the record to 4 minutes and development brought about by friendly rivalry between the
Northern Heights M.F.C and Streatham M.A.C. eventually brought the record to nearly six minutes. There was a
photograph with the article showing Bob’s own model and with it was a photograph of a free-flight model so they were
flown.

Seeing the reference to records I sent for the B.M.F.A. Records book. When I received it I was initially baffled by
the contents. There are over 60 indoor record categories with various ceiling heights; 8mtr, 15mtr, 30mtr and over 30mtr.
The main surprise was that only 11 records had been claimed and I have seen flights greater than the times recorded.
Even I have beaten the 7-minute Pennyplane record on numerous occasions. This lack of records required a little
investigation but the answer was soon found in the record book. The first difficulty is the requirement for two timekeepers,
not the competition norm these days so if you want a record it is going to be a special attempt. Next problem, two certified
stopwatches with an accuracy of better than 0.02% that is a 4 seconds error over a 6-hour period. It appears that records
flown during the normal course of national competition would not qualify and I assume people cannot be bothered to make
special attempts. I think I should pick one and have a go myself.
Whilst I was doing a bit of bedside reading I came across the Foam 200 plan, which is reproduced herewith. I have no
idea how good it is for I have not built one but I have used the propeller construction method in the article accompanying
the plan. The material for the prop is good old 2mm wall foam.
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The method is to take four layers of foam and wrap them around a 5-inch diameter can, sandwiched between
two layers of non-stick material such as self-adhesive label backing or the good ladies non-stick baking sheet. You then
take a Solar-film iron set to maximum smoke and apply to the sandwich which will fuse the layers together to form a curved
material from which blades can be cut as with the yoghurt pot prop. Propellers made this way are really light and will stand
up to some punishment.

One point about the Foam 200 is that the wing has no structural support and this interests me no end. I am in the
process of seeing how big I can go with this method. The tip dihedral joints will supply some support and preserve the
aerofoil. Currently I have a 12-inch version drying in the workshop. We shall see how we go.

I’d better quit for this month or we’ll be overweight again. Part 4 vintage?

Model by Dave Ridgeway, Aeromodeller March 1997

John Andrews
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Indoor isn’t for Everyone Pt.29 - Nick Peppiatt

Indoor Scale Nationals 28th April 2019

A little history
I first attended the Indoor Scale Nationals forty years ago in 1979, when the event was held
in one of the airship sheds at Cardington for the last time on 29th April. As a comparative
novice I achieved second place in Open Rubber Scale with a P-51B Mustang built from Clarence
Mather’s plans in the Model Builder publication ‘Flying Scale Models of WWII’ (please see my
article last month for an illustration of the cover). Since then, I think I have only missed three
meetings. In 1979, the classes flown were Peanut, Open Rubber Scale and CO2 Scale. Looking
at my old copies of the Aero Modeller, I gather this event started in 1975, again at Cardington.
In his Flying Scale Column in the AeroModeller for June 1975, Eric Coates starts ‘March 16th,
1975, will probably be looked back on in British aeromodelling history as the date when the
Indoor Scale Model ‘came of age’, as this was the occasion of the first of three Scale Indoor
Meetings the SMAE (now the BMFA) have planned for 1975 in the Cardington shed.’ The March
meeting was well attended and the competitions held were for Open Rubber and for the first
Peanut Scale competition in the UK, which was run to MIAMA rules (Maximum wingspan 13”,
the 9” fuselage length option was added later). In contrast, the first Indoor Scale Nationals
held at Cardington on the 17th August was relatively poorly attended, as was the second held
on the 2nd May the following year. The 1976 event also included a CO2/Electric class in
anticipation of the availability of British CO2 motors. However, these did not appear in time
and there were no entries in this class. Fortunately, the SMAE Scale Committee persisted with
the event and entry numbers have slowly increased over the years.
The Indoor Scale Nationals have been held at a number of venues in the Midlands after the
early meetings in the Cardington Sheds

Derby Municipal Sports Centre in 1980, 1981 and 1983
Middleton Hall, Milton Keynes Shopping Centre in 1982

Alumwell Sports Centre, Walsall from 1984 to 1993
Nottingham University Sports Centre from 1994 to 2014. This excellent venue had a large hall
and a smaller hall. The smaller hall was generally used for trimming flights and fun flying, whilst
the competition flights took place in the large hall. In the latter years a Bostonian competition
was also held in the smaller hall.
University of Wolverhampton Sports Centre, Walsall from 2015 onwards. This excellent venue
has the advantage of being set up with a square flying area and a large adjacent pits area.
In the mid to late 1980s various more ’fun’ events were introduced including kit scale mass
launches and the air race.
Pistachio Scale, tiny 8” wingspan or 6” fuselage length models, which like the Peanut Scale class
is a combination of static scoring and timed, rather than judged flights, was introduced in 1992.
The Kit Scale class, for models built from kits or kit plans with judged flights, started in 2007.
So the classes flown on the 28th April this year were Open Rubber Scale, Electric/CO2 Scale
and Kit Scale, which have judged flights, and Peanut and Pistachio Scale, which have flights
timed for duration. In addition, there was a scale model mass launch, the last one down being
the winner and the air race, where the model achieving the most laps in ten minutes around
thread pylons held by balloons was the winner.
There were two other attendees of the Cardington 1979 meeting present this year; Richard
Grainger, who as usual conducted the air race and provided commentary, and Charlie Newman,
who has done a great deal for scale flying in the UK over the years.
Reports of the Indoor Scale Nationals were generally published in the AeroModeller in the
July issue after the meeting. Reports from events from 1999 and after with many photos and
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video clips can also be found on Mike Stuart’s excellent website www.ffscale.co.uk . There are
also tables of results in the BMFA Scale archive www.scalebmfa.co.uk .

The 2019 event
This is my view of the highlights, which is far from comprehensive, but I was also kept busy
with my usual Peanut and Pistachio Scale entries. The number of entries was somewhat down
this year, but still respectable, with six in CO2/Electric, eight in Open Rubber, 24 in Kit Scale,
14 in Peanut, and 8 in Pistachio. It can be seen that the most recent class is the most popular.

Richard Crossley’s electric powered Graham Banham’s Tipsy Nipper, Second in CO2/Electric.
Consolidated PB2Y Coronado. First in CO2/Electric. from Richard Crossley’s plans in the Jan 2019 AeroModeller.

There were two four-engined flying boats entered in CO2/Electric, Richard Crossley’s Coronado
and Peter Smart’s Latacoere 300. Unfortunately, Peter could not get his machine to fly as well
as it had at Crawley, but Richard’s machine flew magnificently. The Coronado has a marginal
spiral stability; he has trimmed it to fly straight, but the dolly, from which it is launched, gives
it a bank on take-off, which it maintains throughout its flight, causing it to turn within the
confines of the hall.

Mike Stuart’s rubber powered Robinson Redwing. Third in Open Rubber

Chris Blanch had a novel approach to Pistachio, which must have caused the judges a conundrum.
He entered a Ford Flivver, presented to the judges as a low wing, but flown inverted as a high
wing. This must also have given the pilot a headache!
The Indoor Scale Nationals are labour intensive events, requiring, amongst others, static
judges for five classes and flight judges for three, timekeepers and recorders. So on behalf
of the competitors I offer grateful thanks for those who give up their time to make this event
possible. Full results should be available on the web in the near future, but I could not find
them at the time of writing. The best source is Mike Stuart’s website: www.ffscale.co.uk
Unfortunately, the current BMFA results page seems rather chaotic.
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Richard Crossley’s Martin MB5 Pistachio Scale winner Chris Blanch’s novel Ford Flivver Pistachio entry

Veron Truflite trophy
In Kit Scale I was asked to keep an eye on the winner of the new Veron Truflite trophy,
presented by the Bournemouth Model Aircraft Society in memory of Phil Smith, for the highest
placed Truflite model. There were only two eligible entries, Gary Flack’s Aeronca Champion and
David King’s Luscombe Sedan. The initial winner of this fine trophy was Gary Flack, by virtue
of the Aeronca’s superior flying performance. Let’s hope for more eligible entries next year.

Gary Flack, the first winner of the Veron Truflite trophy David King’s, Veron Truflite entry, a Luscombe Sedan

Gary’s Truflite Aeronca Champion The Veron Truflite trophy in memory of Phil Smith.

Nick Peppiatt
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Grant G-10 Aerofoil - Model Aircraft April 1954

Model Aircraft April 1954
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Jetex RTP Speed - W Tinker

Extract from Model Aircraft April 1954
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W Tinker
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Odiham Coupes - Peter Hall

A THREAT TO NATIONAL SECURITY

The two reports lay side by side on the Air Marshall’s desk. One, a file an  inch thick.
One headed C.A.A. Report On Threats To Air Traffic and stamped ‘Top Secret’ in red, the
other a sheet of A4 headed Southern Area Gala  Odiham  May 5th 2019, Third Round
Southern Coupe League.

He paced his office to ease the ache from an old wound sustained as a young helicopter pilot
in the Falklands war, which always played up when he was stressed. ‘Stressed’ does not do
justice to the intensity of his reaction to the C.A.A. report. He re-read the summary -

‘ A new threat to National Security has been identified requiring an immediate response. A
global network, long established and regarded as benign is now shown to be a threat not only
to air traffic but to vital eco-systems and endangered species nation - wide. Its agents calling
themselves ‘aeromodellers’ and often posing as harmless geriatrics, infiltrate airfields and
Sites of Special Scientific Interest to launch missiles and trample nesting sites. Their motivation
is obscure but it is known that as children they ‘caught some sort of bug’ or were indoctrinated,
beginning a life-long obsession. The C.A.A. has developed a dense regulatory thicket to
frustrate their activities and Natural England have banned them from their areas. Despite this,
they persist. On Chobham Common for instance, in the last six months a crowd of at least
three were observed in broad daylight trampling and launching missiles. Clearly a more
effective deterrent  is required.’

“Bollocks! Balderdash!”  Snorted the Air Marshall, his moustaches bristling with indignation, he
was well acquainted with these people, they were not posing as harmless geriatrics, many of
them were real geriatrics and most of them were decent ordinary citizens. He had hosted the
Southern Gala for years at Odiham and they had an impeccable F.O.D.- free record. He re-
read the report on the last event to reassure himself.

‘After cancellations in ’17 and ’18, at last a perfect day, well nearly perfect, and a very
successful and well-organised event  which should help ensure its future. Ten flew the
combined vintage/F1G coupe competition. Three flights to a two minute max. were required
and a ninety second D.T. fly-off ensured that models did not leave the field. In the morning the
air was reasonably predictable but by lunchtime the cold light northwesterly breeze coming in
over the fringe of buildings and trees behind us produced some turbulence and many surprises
with undetectable patches of strong lift and sink. Not a few launched in good air only to be
dumped down wind and some benefitted from the reverse - a poor start then a quite violent up
escalator probably over the downwind runway.
There was the usual crop of bad luck stories. Alan Brocklehurst’s prop. blade failed to fold and
he spiralled down for 1’.12” on his first flight. Ken Taylor R.D.T’d too soon on his second and
was down in 1’53”. Gavin Manion landed in the fence around a high security area breaking the
prop., and Roy Vaughn, after an impeccable first flight was dumped in a violent patch of sink
for 1’23”.
Jim Paton flying his very effective Bukin dropped one flight, blaming old rubber. This is not the
first time I’ve heard Jim blame old rubber. Three made the fly-off at 4.05 p.m. Don Thompson
was first off, followed by Peter Hall. Gavin Manion broke a motor and then another (old rubber?)
With only seconds to go and with remarkable sang froid he installed his third and chucked just
in time. Chucked is not accurate, hurled would be better, He flies P.G.I. mode with almost zero
decalage. Such is the force of his throw I doubt he needs a motor at all. Gavin took first place
followed by Peter and Don.
Gavin now heads the league table and the Oxford Gala, Portmeadow on June 2nd.’ is the next
round.

Mrs May, agitated, paced her office. “Well Air Marshall what are you going to do?” She
snapped. Everything was going wrong, and now this. What did Mrs T. do when things were falling
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apart? She was lucky, a nice little war in the Falklands distracted everyone and she even got a
state funeral out of it. Unfortunately no wars big or little seemed in prospect. “Can’t you drop
a few bombs on their hideout in - where is it - Buckminster?” “We don’t do bombs!” replied the
Marshall through clenched teeth. Back upstairs in the flat Mrs May poured herself a large g&t
and sank into her sofa. “An Air Marshall who doesn’t do bombs! Ridiculous, he’ll have to go.” She
said to herself.
Back in his office the Marshall poured himself a large scotch and flopped into his chair. ”Bomb
Buckminster!” Ridiculous, she’ll have to go.” He said to himself and made a note in his diary.
‘The Southern Gala has priority in 2020’.

Don Thompson tries to 'break- dance ' Gavin Manion's rubber. Don Thompson chucks

Alan Brocklehurst chucks Roy Vaughn chucks, Nick Peppiat times

Peter Hall
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Southern Coupe League Table - Roy Vaughn

Odiham: Southern Coupe League Round 3 Results
Place Entrant Club Maxes Score Time Flyoff

1 G.Manion Birmingham 3 15 6.00 1.50
2 P.Hall Crookham 3 12 6.00 1.47
3 D.Thomson Croydon 3 11 6.00 1.37
4 J.Paton Crookham 2 8 5.46
5 R.Vaughn Crookham 2 7 5.23
6 A.Brocklehurst B&W 2 6 5.12
7 C.Redrup Crookham 2 5 5.10
8 K.Taylor E.Grinstead 1 3 4.55
9 E.Challis Crookham 1 2 4.50

10 B.Hobbs 1 1 4.05

Southern Coupe League Table after 3 rounds
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1 G. Manion Birmingham 3 15 18

2 A. Moorhouse Vikings 8 9 17

3 P. Ball Grantham 14 14

4 S. Willis Croydon 12 12

= P. Hall Crookham 12 12

6 D. Thomson Croydon 11 11

7 W. Dennis MFFG 10 10

8 C. Foster Morley 9 9

9 P. Uden Crookham 8 8

= J. Paton Crookham 8 8

11 R. Vaughn Crookham 7 7

12 M. Marshall Impington 6 6

= A. Brocklehurst B&W 6 6

14 M. Benns 5 5

= C. Redrup Crookham 5 5

16 P. Woodhouse Morley 4 4

17 K. Taylor E.Grinstead 3 3

18 E. Challis Crookham 2 2

19 B. Hobbs 1 1

20 R. Tiller 0

Roy Vaughn
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Paper Airplane: Boxoid - Nick Robinson
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From the book  ‘Paper Airplanes’  by  Nick Robinson
Copyright © 1991Quintet Publishing Limited

All rights reserved. No part of this publication may be reproduced, stored in a retrieval system
or transmitted in any form or by any means, electronic, mechanical, photocopying, recording

or otherwise, without the permission of the copyright holder.
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Another Visit to Buckminster - John Andrews

The weather forecast for Monday May 13th was ideal for a spot of trimming so, together with
Colin Shepherd and wives, I had an excursion to the BMFA flying site at Buckminster.
The idea was to check trim models for the nationals, so I had with me my P30, Mini-vintage and
BMFA Rubber models being the classes I ‘d entered.
We arrived at the site at about 11-15am or so to find Colin and Pat waiting in the car-park. We
paid up our £8 daily flying fees and moved out onto the field. There were a few flyers gathered
at the eastern end of the site so we pulled up alongside them. There was Peter from the
Peterborough Club and three other guys. The wind was so light that the drift was in all
directions so nothing was done for a while and eventually the drift seemed to steady with the
wind from the west and Colin and I drove around to the western edge of the field and set up
shop. The heading picture is the view from our encampment.
I prepared to assembled my P30
when I discovered that I had
brought the wrong flight box with
me, I only had my Indoor Box. I
was now without rubber bands,
winding jig and winder. Good job I
keep my rubber motors in a
separate briefcase as flying
without rubber could be a little
problematic.
Not a good start, Colin provided
rubber bands and there were a
few in the bottom of the model box although they were of course used. Colin also produced a
twist drill and hook for winding.
Rachel had to hold the model and I had two low turn check flights. In about half an hour the
wind swung through 180deg. and was coming from the east with the drift now to the west. That
finished me as any further activity on my part and I would have been straight out of the field.
Colin, for power trimming, moved out nearer the centre of the site with his flight box and
model as D/Ting off the top would keep him in the field. Rachel, Pat and myself set about
consuming sandwiches and drinking tea and observing Colin. His model looked quite near to trim
right from the off but Colin’s efforts were thwarted somewhat by the usual Cox15 reluctance
to keep running. Eventually the wind got the better of Colin and a soggy engine run sent the
model towards us and the cars and finishing up in the next field. At this Colin called it a day
and packed up and headed home. It was now early afternoon so Rachel and I relocated back to
the eastern side of the field with Peterborough Pete. Using Peter’s jig and winder I had another
low turns P30 flight and then put 600 turns on the 4 x 3/16 motor and had a superb flight high
in the air and a poorly set D/T saw me down in the next field. An easy recovery for Rachel as
I drove down to the edge of the field to bring her back up the slope. One quick check flight on
low turns with my mini-vintage ‘Cherokee’ and I was done for the day & sunburned.
All in all a relaxing day out and I would recommend a free-flight Monday at Buckminster to one
and all.

John Andrews
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Vintage Coupe League - Gavin Manion

The second round of the Vintage Coupe League took place on 5th May at RAF Odiham, (the
planned event at Middle Wallop for the 27th April having been cancelled due to forecast bad
weather).
Only two flew, Chris Redrup beating Ben Hobbs (both flying Etienvres) and thus, under the
draconian rule of “No points for being last”, Chris collects the sole 3 points for his win.

Vintage Coupe League 2019
league placings, after two rounds:-

1st tied Dave Taylor 3pts
1st tied Chris Redrup 3pts
3rd Colin Foster 2pts
4th Bill Dennis 1pt

Every point scored so far has been with an
Etienvre, which means either its far and away
the best model, or we’ve got no imagination
(myself included, I’ve got one!)

The rule “No points for being last” doesn’t apply if there is a sole entrant as, surely, that person
is the winner.

Gavin Manion

Vintage Coupes - Gavin Manion

The last year or so of Vintage Coupe contests has seen the dominance of the Etienvre design
to the exclusion of almost all others. It’s not the whole story, Ken Taylor won Vintage at the
last Coupe Europa with a Fuit 3 and Robin Kimber was third with a Dore, but Vintage Coupe
stands in danger of becoming a “one model” event. Now that’s a shame because there are lots
of vintage designs out there, the question is are any as good or better than Etienvre? Over the
next few months I shall try and introduce a few other, less well known (at least in the UK)
designs which, hopefully, will tempt some flyers to try something a bit different.
Firstly a list of the designs that are easily available as full size plans detailed enough to build
from directly. A few months ago, I listed the ex DBHL plans which were available on Outerzone.
This prompted me to mail Roger Newman and Roy Tiller and see what the full range of DBHL
Vintage Coupe plans was. By return (as ever, do they never sleep?) I received full size .pdfs of
the following plans:-
Lo Zigolo, Le Jump bis, 1949 Coupe by J Morisset, Bagatelle, Machaon, Eros, 1951 P.A.M coupe
by JP Beissac, Fuit 3, and Altair.
Now there’s enough to be going on with you might think. Each of these is a fully detailed (ish)
full size plan that you can just go ahead and build. Some have had some spurious “improvements”
made in the modern re-drawing, but no one will object. They are in the main Ed Bennett’s
collection of plans which was for years regarded in the UK as the definitive source for this
information. So, if you want a copy of one or more of these, or a brief description of what’s on
the plan, just send me an email and I’ll ping one to your inbox (I just can’t guarantee to do it
by return). Roger and Roy are in full agreement with this arrangement. Of course, if you want,
you can deal with them directly in the normal way.

Machaon

Spencer Willis’s ‘Etienvre’
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Ok, so that’s dealt with the “mainstream”, but I knew that there were good and interesting
designs being flown in France, I’d seen them on trips to Viabon and Peter Tolhurst had
extensively photographed them and published them on Hippocket. Where were they?
The answer is that a good number of them
were “hidden in plain sight” once again in the
amazing archive that is the DBHL. Roy
“drilled down” (hate that phrase) through the
“Plans in Magazines” archive and sent me on
Excel all that had CdH in the description,
there were a lot!
I’m hoping that my schoolboy French and
Google Translate will make some sense out of
the half dozen or so models that emerged
from this search, some known to me from
France and a couple of good-looking prospects
that I had never seen before. I hope to start
next month with “Jumping II”, the amazing
forward swept wing coupe by Pierre Marrot,
and by way of an aperitif (we’re definitely in
French mode) here is Pete Tolhurst’s photo
of Pierre’s own Jumping II at Viabon,
probably in 2009.

Here are a couple more to whet your appetite,

Inevitably there will be more
‘Etienvre’s’

This is Jim Paton’s

Let’s try some others

Gavin Manion

Pierre’s ‘Jumping II’

Gerry Ferer’s
‘Bagatelle’

Brian Stitchbury’s
‘Machoan’
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Secretary’s Notes for June 2019 - Roger Newman

After all the effort, weather conspired against us for the 1st Middle Wallop meeting at the
end of April. Fortunately we were able to broadcast a cancellation message. I did go to the
field – just in case anyone hadn’t got the news, however no-one turned up & I watched the
windsock being blown horizontally with some force. I later learnt that two of the windsocks on
the field had been blown away during the day!

However, there is an upside, as conversations the following week have lead to an alternative
date of Sunday 13th October being approved. So we won’t lose out – unless of course the
weather misbehaves yet again.
This means that our planned June meeting will now have the event schedule originally planned
for April. The arrangements for the August meeting remain the same – a Cagnarata day of
combined events plus – hopefully some sport flying, depends on how we get on in June. A
program for the October meeting has yet to be sorted out. Note that we have provisionally
booked to hold the AGM after this meeting, at our normal location in the Museum

Odiham Gala
Surprise – the weather gods were kind to us & some 38 fliers enjoyed an excellent day, courtesy
of RAF Odiham. More precisely, through the good efforts of Peter Carter & Alex Woods (our
RAF Liaison Officer)  who also acted as official photographer & supplied some very good pics.
Alex is apparently destined for a transfer to RAF Cosford later this year, so we all wish him
well for the future.

A relative lull!

A keenly watched coupe flight by Peter Hall
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Dave Etherton
in action

Happy Gavin Manion

Retrievals by Tony Shepherd & Ted Horsey
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Odiham Results

E36:
1st - Chris Redrup (O/D) - 5.46; 2nd - Ray Elliott (Nig Nog) - 1.32

A1 Glider:
1st - Gavin Manion (Sokal) - 3.57; 2nd - Bob Taylor (Little Hinney) - 1.22

Combined Vintage 4oz/8oz Wakefield:
1st - Nick Peppiatt (Northern Arrow) - 6.00; 2nd - Andrew Longhurst (Ying) - 5.53;

3rd - Jim Paton (Ying) - 3.14

Vintage L/W Rubber:
1st - Nick Peppiatt (Pinnochio) - 5.56; 2nd - Jim Paton (Buckeridge) - 5.40;

3rd - Roy Tiller (Fledgling) - 4.16

Tailless:
1st - Andrew Longhurst (O/D) - 4.54; 2nd - Ted Challis (O/D) - 4.37;

3rd - Ray Elliott (O/D) - 2.49

Combined CLG/HLG:
1st - Ted Horsey (Heave Ho) - 257 secs; 2nd - Ken Taylor (?) - 217 secs;

3rd Bob Taylor (?) - 108 secs

Combined Vintage / Classic Glider:
1st - Bob Taylor (Uppat) - 5.44; 2nd - David Cox (Chief) - 5.26;

3rd - Dave Etherton (Inch Worm) - 4.32

Combined Coupe:
1st - Gavin Manion ((O/D) - 6.00 plus 1.50; 2nd - Peter Hall (O/D) - 6.00 plus 1.47;
3rd - Don Thomson - 6.00 plus 1.37; 4th - Jim Paton (Bukin) - 5.46;
5th - Roy Vaughn (O/D) - 5.23; 6th - Alan Brocklehurst (O/D) 5.12;
7th - Chris Redrup (Et’vre) - 5.10; 8th - Ken Taylor (O/D) 4.55;
9th - Ted Challis (O/D) - 4.50; 10th - Ben Hobbs (O/D) 4.05

Nick Peppiatt &
Northern Arrow

Pete Carter
relaxing
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Ramblings
Missed the Nationals this year due to family commitments but judging by the weather & a
string of emails from our Chairman, it seems that a combination of strong breezes & light rain
put a damper on proceedings. No doubt will be comments from our esteemed Editor in the next
edition.
Had an email from David Parker, who kindly took on a ‘Miss Worlds Fair’ from the late Peter
Shelton’s estate. He had a very enjoyable day at the Old Warden meeting in May & sent me a
couple of pics – thanks to Andre Bird for these & thanks to David for bringing the model back
to life.

A happy man. What more could one desire?

Not much else happening as non-modelling events have taken priority of late thus no flying, no
building & precious little else.
Hopefully members have responded to the BMFA request to make their voices known to the
DfT & CAA over the on-going drone saga. Whether such pressure will have any effect is
unknown, maybe it will but when the agenda is driven by a combination of political dogma,
incompetence & half truths, it is difficult to see a positive outcome.

Plans for the month
Power: Calebrone – nice little power model from Italy
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Glider: FM10 – another from Italy

Rubber: Lightweight variation on a theme – Cats Whisker

Roger Newman
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Provisional Events Calendar 2019
With competitions for Vintage and/or Classic models

February 10th Sunday BMFA 1st Area Competitions

March 3rd Sunday BMFA 2nd Area Competitions
March 24th Sunday BMFA 3rd Area Competitions

April 19th Friday Northern Gala, Barkston Heath
April 21st Sunday Croydon Wake. Day & SAM1066, Beaulieu
April 27th Saturday SAM1066, Middle Wallop (Cancelled)

May 5th Sunday Southern Area Gala 2018/9 Odiham
May 25th Saturday BMFA Free-flight Nats, Barkston Heath
May 26th Sunday BMFA Free-flight Nats, Barkston Heath
May 27th Monday BMFA Free-flight Nats, Barkston Heath

June 9th Sunday BMFA 4th Area Competitions
June 29th Saturday SAM1066, Middle Wallop

July 21st Sunday BMFA 5th Area Competitions
July 27th/28th Saturday/Sunday East Anglian Gala, Sculthorpe

August 10th Saturday Cagnarata day, Croydon/1066 Mid. Wallop
August 17th Saturday Southern Gala, Salisbury Plain

September 1st Sunday Crookham Gala, Salisbury Plain
September 15th Sunday BMFA 6th Area Competitions
September 22nd Sunday BMFA 7th Area Competitions
September 28th/29th Sat/Sunday London Gala, Salisbury Plain

October 6th Sunday BMFA 8th Area Competitions
October 12th Saturday Buckminster Free-Flight Gala
October 13th Sunday SAM1066, Middle Wallop
October 13th Sunday Buckminster Free-Flight Gala
October 14th Monday Buckminster Free-Flight Gala
October 19th Saturday Croydon Coupe Day/1066, Salisbury Plain
October 26th Saturday Midland Gala, Barkston Heath

Please check before travelling to any of these events.
Access to MOD property can be withdrawn at very short notice!

For up-to-date details of SAM 1066 events at Salisbury Plain check the Website –
www.SAM1066.org

For up-to-date details of all BMFA Free Flight events check the websites
www.freeflightuk.org or www.BMFA.org

For up-to-date details of SAM 35 events refer to SAM SPEAKS or check the website
www.SAM35.org
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Useful Websites

SAM 1066 - www.sam1066.org
Flitehook, John & Pauline – www.flitehook.net
Mike Woodhouse - www.freeflightsupplies.co.uk
BMFA Free Flight Committee - www.freeflight.bmfa.org/
BMFA - www.bmfa.org
BMFA Southern Area - www.sabmfa.org.uk
SAM 35 - www.sam35.org
National Free Flight Society (USA) - www.freeflight.org
Ray Alban - www.vintagemodelairplane.com
David Lloyd-Jones - www.magazinesandbooks.co.uk
Belair Kits - www.belairkits.com
Wessex Aeromodellers - www.wessexaml.co.uk
US SAM website - www.antiquemodeler.org
Peterborough MFC - www.peterboroughmfc.org
Outerzone -free plans - www.outerzone.co.uk
Vintage Radio Control - www.norcim-rc.club
Model Flying New Zealand - www.modelflyingnz.org
Raynes Park MAC - www.raynesparkmac.co.nf
Sweden, Patrik Gertsson - www.modellvänner.se

control/left click to go to sites

Are You Getting Yours? - Membership Secretary
As most of you know, we send out an email each month letting you know

about the posting of the latest edition of the New Clarion on the website.
Invariably, a few emails get bounced back, so if you’re suddenly not

hearing from us, could it be you’ve changed your email address and not
told us?

To get back on track, email membership@sam1066.org to let us know your
new cyber address

(snailmail address too, if that’s changed as well).

P.S.
I always need articles/letters/anecdotes to keep the New Clarion going, please pen at least
one piece. I can handle any media down to hand written if that’s where you’re at. Pictures can
be jpeg or photo’s or scans of photos. I just want your input. Members really are interested in
your experiences even though you may think them insignificant.

If I fail to use any of your submissions it will be due to an oversight,
please feel free to advise and/or chastise

Your editor John Andrews


